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Informally, an afmo.Pr-free is a rooted graph which has the form of a tree in which some leaves 
are bent back to earlier nodes of the branch on which they sit. The paper provides a construction 
for unfudiing any finite rooted graph to obtain a strong homomorphic image with desirable 
properties, As an apphcation, it is shown that for each dew-diagram G there can be constructed 
an unfurling G’ which is an almost-tree with semantic properties equivalent to those of G in a 
very strong sense. 
0. Preliminaries 
A direct& pph is a pair T = { V, p), where p C V2 is an irreflexive binary 
relation. For each t, in V, we call 
idi = 1(x E V; (x, v) E p}I 
the input tlegree of v ; while 
ad(v)=; ~{XE ‘v;(v,x)~p)j 
is the ouljput dqpx of v. We say a vertex v is a leaf if od( v) = 0. 
AS usurrl, 8 path from v E V to x E V is a sequence (vO, vl, . . .) v,J such that each 
(vi, v{+,) E p7 whiJe x)~ = LI and V~ = X. A vertex or an edge belongs to this patlh just in 
case it is a Uj 02 a (vi, t),+$, respectively. 
A directed gr:rph T =. {V, p) is a rooted free if there exists exactly one vertex r - 
called thlr: roo8 of T - with id(r) = 0, while there is exactly one path from r to each 
other vertex ulLL;’ r, cakd the rooted path of v (in T). 
For each vertex x of a rooted tree T the unique rooted subtree TX is defined as 
follow: I”, contains exam: tlythose vertices and edges of T which belong to paths in 7’ 
statrting in X. (Thus x is the root of T,.) 
Now, let F be ;Qn arbitrary mapping such that: 
Domain p C: L and Range p C V - L, where L is the set of 
leave of T, 
(03 
Then a leaf x E L can be called goud if: 
131 
Either p(x) belongs to the rooted path of X, or x $E Domain 
P* 
1 (02) . , 
Otherwise x is calied bad. Thus x is a bad leaf if: 
x E Domain p and if (tlO, vl, . . ., v,,) is the routed path of X, 
then p(x)# U, for each i =O,l,...,n. (0 3) 
l . 
Fig. 1 shows a finite rooted tree T = (V, p), with root a and leaves L = 
{c,,, d’, b”}. If Domain p = {f’,d’, b’}, p(f’)=f) &cl’)= d and p(b’)= b, then 
. (0.1) is satisfied. According to (0.3), only the one leaf f’ of T is bad, 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 shows the three rooted subtrees T,,, Td and Tf assigned to the leaves b’, d’ 
and f’, respectiveIy, by p, under the passage X’H TWt,br. 
Now we can extend the rooted tree id Fig. 1 by replacing a leaf x’ E Domain ,u by 
the corresponding subtrre T r(rc)t and, obviously, such replacements can be itera!:ed 
ad infinitum, 
Fig. 3 Fhowi the result T* of such an extension of T in the bad leaf j?‘. (‘I’he 
unchaBged part of T is omitted in IQ. 3,4 atid ‘5.) Fig. 4 shown the rest& ,T+* uf 
simuftaaeous repIacements of the two leaves d! ynd &, uf ‘I? by the corresponding 
subtrees Td and T& The new v&ces in the arb step oI MS. @ate&an ~tt”e 
~i~~j~gu~~h~ by the Iower in&k n s 1. thus, in the n ” extensiun a i&f r can he 




Either y = XL, where X’ E Domain p and one of the ver- 
ticesx, x’,x:, ~:,...,x:..~ belongs to the rooted path of y ; 
or y # xl, for any x E Domain p. 
Otherwise y is called bad. 
(0 4) . 
Acccrding to (0.4)Jhe new leaves di and b: of 7” in Fig. 3 are bad, but in Fig. 4 
there is only one new bad leaf, namely bi. Finally, in Fig. 5, there are no bad leaves 
at all. 
This raises the conjecture that a rooted tree without any b’acE leaf can always be 
obtained after a finite number of extenkon steps. This is in fact tme, as we shall see 
in Corollary 3.2. We then agply this result to the study of flow diagrams and finite 
automata in Section 4. 
Let T = T, = {Vat po) be a rooted tree and p = prr satisfy (0.1). If we introduce 
the smallest equivalence relation so C Vi by the requirement: 
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=. 3 {(x, pa(x)); x E Domain pO}, (1.1) 
then the definXons (0.2) and (0.3) of good and bad leaf, respectively, can be 
reformulated using the equivaience classes [xl, of =Q? where x E Vo, as follows: 
rooted path of x in TO, or 1 [xl0 f = 1, i.e. the class [x lo does 
not contain any non-leaf, and is called trioitxl; 
[xl0 is not a trivial class, imd contains at least one non-leaf, 
andx+ou, foranyj=O,l,..., n-l,where(2)u,tt, ,..., u,,)is 
tI..e rooted path of x in To. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
If i 3 1 and x,--~ isa leaf of Ti-1 = (V,-,, p,-1) such that x,-~ E Domain pr t then we 
take a rooted tree Ti, where y = +&,-l), such that the prescribed subtree TY of T 
is ai isomorphic image of Tb in the isomorphism q:, and, in addition, such that x,-~ 
is th E root of TI, and Ti- 1 and Ti have no vertex other than x in common. Then we 
define: 
Ti = { Vi, ipi ) and @r as follows: 
vl5.U V_, U Vi and p,=dl~t-l Up:, where Tt = (vl.p;) 114) . 
and 
~i(W)=~~~i-I(W) for each leaf w of T_-, such that w f x,+ 
~,i(w)=~&~:(W))for each leaf w of Ti such that (I -5) 
y’ ‘- ‘( w ) E Domain pO. 
We say that T arose by extension in the leaf x of T,+ 
Further let E=~ be the smallest equivalence relation such that: 
(1 6) . 
md therefore we may say that the leaf x of T, is good if: 
Either x =l z+ for some j, 0 G j < YI, where (on, ul, . . ., 4) is 
the rooted path of x in T, or [xl8 is trivial; 
(1.7) 
and we may say that the leaf x of Ti is bad if: 
1 3 Xi is not trivia! and X$iU, for each j = 
091 ) . . . . n - 1, where (uO, ZJ,, . . ., on) is the rooted path of x (1.8) 
in T. 
Lemma 1.1. Let Ti arise by exfension in a bad Zeaf x of Tr.+ and iei us define :. 
?j- )(X)r& {[ Cj]i-1; OSj-Ot, where (vo, th, . . .y a) is the 
roo&zd &?ath of x in Z-L, and 1 [q],-1  f 11, (13 
where iN1, If yE \Ji- k/;_ 1 is CI ttaf of x then its rooted path in K has the form 
(vi?, ur,. . l , vn, f)*+l, l l *Y II@+&), where k 2 1 ‘I and 
1%&)I < I4Y)l l (1.10) 
Pro&. By (1.6) it fol10~~ that [Vj]i-l C[ vj]i for j = 0, 1, . . . b and therefore 
7, -,(x){ s 1 all ; by (1.8) it follows that [xl,-, !Z! r&x), but on the other hand 
[xl, E am, and therefore (HO) rs proved. 
Theorem 1.2. rf D = f Doma,in F f and To arose by extemion in a bad leaf ojf x-l for 
i = 1,2,..., then there exisfs an integer N s D f L?” + l ‘4 + D* such that T,, has no 
bad leaf 
Proof. Let us admit extensions ia all bad leaves simultaneously, and let Tz = TO, 
7-t. . . ,, 7’: be the corresponding trees. Then obviously h 6 D according to 
Dirichlet’s “Schubfachprinzip”, i.e. according to (1.10) no rooted path of a leaf in 
Tgcan satisfy (1.8). Further Tf -u, T, where ii 6 D’ for j = 1,2,. . ., Q‘because after 
any extension new bad leaves may occur (see Fig. 3). 
In the example in Fig. 1 D = 3 and N = 4. Note that the dotted edges in Fig. 5 
represent a further step of extension in a good leaf &, and that a new bad leaf 6: 
arose in the resultant tree. 
2. Decomposition of rooted directed graphs into maximal trrocks 
Let us consider an arbitrary (finite) directed graph 6 = (V, p, r) with one 
distinguished vertex Y E V such that p C V2 is an irreflexive relation, and such that 
the following requirement is satisfied: 
Each vertex tl E V, v jlc t belongs to a monotonic path 
( ll;o, VI,. It ., v,,) such that ljO = r and v, = tl+ (2 1) 
. 
G will be called a rooted gmph, I its root and each path (~0, #I, g . l ) v,,) such that 




if v, = 
(vo, VI, - l 0, v,,) is called simpfe (see Fig. 6a) if it satisfies: 
trifv, fori#j, wherei,j=O,l,...,n. (2 2) . 
t tlo, vi, ” l -9 z)n) is calied a frtlck (and has either the form shown in Fig. 6a or 
Fig. 6b)‘if it satisfies:: 
If vi =: v,, then i = j or n E (i, j}. (2 3) . 
vo, the tack is called a c@e of kxgth n. 
e following lemma is then obvious: 
2.1. Let G be a rooted graph. ?7wn for each wta v f r, thm is 4 m.tmt 
of v which is simpk. Moresrer, for each edge (v, w) of G, tbreiae exists Qrooted 
, . . ., 2~~) satisfyi 
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04 w) = (VW-l, 0”) 
which is a track. 
The edge (c, 6) of Fig;. 6c does nut belong to any rooted simple path. 
We now specify the notion of maximal track decomposition - finding a set of 
maximum length tracks (not ali rooted) which between them contain all edges of a 




Ccnstruetien 2.2. Let a finite rooted graph G = {V, pq r} be given. 
(1) Let Pt = ~t~~.o, fl1.1, . l ., v,,~J be a rooted track in G such that zl~~.~ = r and there 
is no other rooted track in G which contains PI (thus PI is maximal in this special 
sense); 
(2) IQ the tracks Pi =rt (~0, v~,~, . . ., q,) have been chosen already for i = 1.2, . . ., m 
and if 
p = hh sl), (sl, ad, I . .9 (v~,~-~, vkpl jj i 
then either UL p = p and the construction is finished or UK, pi # p in which case 
one takes an arbitrary edge (x, y) E p - L&t1 pi such that: 
x = vkj for some k, leksm, andsomej, 0 s j c p&T (2.9 
and chooses a new track Pm41 such that: 
(i) 2;Cn+l,o = x and Q,,+~,~ =: y ; 
ot ii f)atff,l, ~m+J,Z, . . ., @m4f,J+w-~ } f7 (3 hch RJ, - ’ ‘9 %J = 0; 
(iii) either o~M,~+~ = flm4.h, whL;e Osh <pm+*, or 
~nHgra*r. = ti’a.hr where l&qgrn andOsksp, (which is 
again a special case of maxim 
(2.6) 
ma 2.3. Construction 2.2 lirrminates for each G and for each choice of tracks 
OccorcYng to (1) and (2) 
We say that &, Pzr . . ., Pm is Q maximal track decompsition~ of G. 
Pruof. It is clear that the initial step (1) can always be carriled out, and in the 
inductive step (2) the existence of an edge (x, y ) E p -s UL pi satisfying (2.5) 
should be guara-nteed first of all. 
By Lemma :!.l there exists a rooted track of y (~;t*, ol,. . . . vR) containing 
(x, Y,E p -I Urn, pj, i.e. x = ;v~-~, y = u,, and uO - r. If (x, y) does not satisfy (2.5) 
then J. E WE, &O,. . l , v,.*}, but ttl,,O = r, and therefore there exists the greatest 
integre:*, h sudr :hat oar Us,. S ., Q, E U;I, {uLo. . . , u,,}. Then (ah, II& @ UK, pi is 
the ecige hat@: the property (2.5). The choice of Pm+, according to (2.6(ii)) is 
obvictsly done by joining new edges and new vertices until (2.6(iii)) is fulfilled. 
Fig. 7 shows a simple rooted graph G. A constructed sequence of its tracks is as 
follows: Pt = (u, b, c), Pz = (I), dJ e,, b), P, = (a, f), P, = (f, d). 
We flow modify a maximal track decomposition by adding new nodes to prevent 
any trijtck terminating on an “t)ld” node. 
Ctir~~uctian 2.4. Let *PI, Pz, . . l , P,, be a maximal track decomposition of G = 
(a< ,o? 14 obtained by comlpleting Construction 2.2. Now each track 6 = 
( Qs v,* I I . . ., V/g,). where 1 s j s m, satisfies: 
will bP &led oJcll and wil! be chang& as follows: we omit the last edge (Q~+ Q,,) 
tne last vertex v~,~‘, but we add a new vertex M+,~, and the edge (zQ~_..~, VQ&. Thus 
graph G ” = ( V*, p is g&t&& where 
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v* = (V -- (q,,, ; 6 is an old track and 1 s j e m }) U ( w,,, ; P, 
is an old track and 1 s j s m}; p* = (p - {(u,.~,+ u,,); P” is 
an afd track and 1 s j s RI )) U ((Q,,-~~ w~,~J; Pj is an oHd track 
andIsj!gpn}, andr*=r, where Vn{w,,; Pi isanald 
track and tsjdm)=@, 
There is nothing to prove, because the new vertices w,,, can always be chosen. 
Lenan~~ 2.5. If G* was obtuined by Cunstructiun 2,4 and Pt, Pf, . . ., PZ tare all the 
changed or unchanged tracks, then t3* is a rooted tree with the root I *, and 
Pt, PZ, . . .) Pg are simpk paths, which can be obtained by Construction 2.2 applied 
tu &i *. Finally 
P =I@ f,p,, v,,~,); Pi is an old track and 1 G j s RI) 
is tz maivping which satisfies (0.1). 
The proof is obvicrus. 
Fig, 8 shows a rooted tree G * obtained from the rooted graph G in Fig. 7, where 
the old tracks P2 and P3 were changed. The corresponding new simple paths are 
PT = (b, d, f, e, b’), P’r = (a, f’) and PZ = G d’). 
Fig. 8. 
With respect ta the important characteristic property of trees (mentioned in 
Section 0) a rooted graph G = (V, p, r) satisfying: 
There exists at most one simple rooted path of any vertex 
ZJ# r in c3, 
(2-V 
this can be naturally called a routed &zost-tree, because then, together with (2.9, 
there .N&N!s exactsy One rCM3ted path af iany vertex tip P in G. 
In tiher words, a rooted almost tree may be regarded as a tree with the addition 
crf zero Qr more edges fgum a ieaf back to an earlier node on the path le,rding to it. 
Two different monotonic simple paths (aa, ol,. . ., ru,) and (wO, wI, . . ., wp) are 
140 K. &mc 
VO =w*#v*=w* gnd v~# wi for all i, j such that 0 < (2 9) . 
Mm, O<j<p, ! 
and we say that &ey are rooted! pa.rallel simple paths if in addition: 
There exists a simple rooted path (to9 ts, .. ., t,) of vO, such that 
both (tO,fl,. . ., fq = uo, n,. . ., v,,) and (ta, tr, .. .* tq = wo, 
Wl, l l .,+ wp) are Cmyle rooted paths. 
(2.10) 
lttr Fig. 6 the simple paths Ic, Cr, b) and (c, 6) are parallel, but they are not rooted 
parallel simple paths, because using the required simple rooted path (a, b, c) of c 
ewe get tracks (a, b, c, 4 kr ) and (a, b, c, b) which are: not simple paths. Further sine 
easily sees that the rooted graph it?, Fig. 6 is an almost-tree. 
Tbewem 2.6. ff G = (V, p, r) is a rooted graph then tSte following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) G is an almost-iree ; 
(b) lhere are no rooted puzlfel simple paths in C ; 
(e) each decomposition of 
following requirement : 
G into maximal tritcks PI, P2,. . .* P, satisfies r4e 
lf Pi, 1 G i S m, is a simple path, anti x is its lasil vertex, 
then id&) = 1 and od&) = 0. (2.11) 
proof. ns~(b) =z+ non(a) If (b) is not valid then tf;ere exist rooted parallel simple 
paths (I+,, uI,. . .?, v,,) and (wO, wr, . . ., w,,). Let (to, tr, . . l , tq) be the simple rooted path 
of u,, such that (to, t,, . . ., tq = v,, vl, . . ., v”) and (to, fl,. . l , I,, = wo, w, l l ., wp) are two 
different simple paths of wn. Then (a) does not hold. 
non(a) ==+P non(c) We can continue by constructing adecomposition of G into 
maximal rracks as follows. We can try to add further vertices and edges to (to, tl, . . ., 
4 = vc,y VI, l l ., urn) until we ;get the first maximal track P, which contains the 
previous rooted path. Then we can choose Pa = (wo, wl,. = ., w,,) and continue in an 
arbitrary way, according to Constructiun 2.2. If U, is the last vertex of PI (i.e. no 
prolongatikln was possible) thien odo(u,) = 0 but id&,,) > 1, and if V~ is not the last 
vertex of PI then odG (v”) B 0. Therefore (2.11) is not satisfied by the (uncompleted) 
decomposition under consideration, which means ?hat (c) does not hold. 
non(c) * non(a) Let PI, P2,. . ., Pm be an ordered decomposition of G into 
maximal tracks such that (2.11) does not hold, and let i, 1 s i G m, be the smallest 
index not satisfying (2.1 l), i.e. Pi = (v~,~, Q, . . ,, ukpv) is a simple path and either 
i& (0,‘) > 1 or ads (v*j > 0. Therefore v,, = q,&, where 1 s j < i and 0 6 k s pt. 
Furthltr, if cLo# r then q0 = til,whereOgh<i and&sep, andifO<h then 
t Uk.0, %.lr l l 0, ttlp,I = U&O, tA.ar . . .$ v&J is a simple rooted path the first vertex of which 
eithe.r is the root r, i:e. D,,# =r, or the sal.qe construction tray be repeated barntii we 
et a wcrted path (zo, zl, . . .,! z, = v&,~, vLr,, . + ., v+,) of vLR, the inidal part of w&h 
~~n~i~ts of certain initial parts of ttiacks Pj, where j 4f i. In a simiinr backtracking if 
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we start with (~+,a, tij.1, . . ., Vi,& = vi.,& we finally get a simple rooted path 
(~0, xl,.’ .,x3 = IJ,_~, Q,. . ., U,.k) of uiep, again. Obviously (U~~,-~, u,,) # (u,,~-+ u,,,,,) . 
aind therefore the two simple rooted paths of U’,p, are different, which means that (a) 
does no: hold. 
non(a) -_1 n@b) If (a) does not hold then there exist two different rooted 
paths (~0, ur,. . ., an) and (~0, wl,. . ., wp) of o, = w,. As tfO = w. tfletc: exists the 
integer s such 0~ s 4 min(n,p), Q+~ ik wS+l but o, = w, for i = 0,1,. . ., s, and 
further there exists the integer k such that 1 s k, z&+k = w%+~, but v~+~ ;f w#+’ for all 
kj, where l&i <: k and 1 s j e h. Then (u,, u~+~, . . .  v~+~) and (w,, N’+~, . . ., w,+,,) 
are rooted parallel simple path, and therefore (b) does not hold. 
It is conjectured that the universal quantifier “each” may be rep.aced by the 
existential one in the condition (c) of Theorem 2.6. 
3. Strong output Ihomomorphic patterns of rooted graphs 
If G’ = (V’, p’, r’) and G = (V, p, I) are two rooted graphs then a mapping (4 is 
called a strong output homomorphism and G’ is caifed a homomorphic pattern of G 
under cp if: 
(i) Domain y, = V’ and Range (Q = V; 
(ii) (0’7 “)‘) E P’ + (Q(V’), Q(w’))E p ; 
(iii) (u, w i E p + there exist v’, w ’ E V’ such that 
uy(U’) = u, Q(W’) = w and (u’, w’)E p’; 
(iv) Q(C) = r; 
(3.1) 
(v) X?cJU’)= od&(u’)) for each u”E V’. 
Let TO = ( VO. po, rC,) be the rooted tree and p. the corresponding mapping which 
arose by Constr actions 2.2 and 2.3 from a finite rooted graph G = (V, p, r). Further 
let T, = (V’, pm r;), where q ~4, be a rooted tree which arose by repeated 
extensions in arbitrary (i.e. either good or bad) ieaves starting with 7& and let E.L~ 
and gq be the corresponding ,Ilapping and equivalence reiation (defined in Section 
1). At last, let G’ = <V’, p’, r’) be a rooted graph obtained from Tq as follows: 
Each ‘leaf x i5 Domain 14~ is identified with a non-leaf y E Vu 
such that y a=,, x.
(3.2) 
Then we say that G’ arose by unfurling of G (or G arose by furling of G’). 
Tbumm 3.1. Each 1Latoaied graph G’, which arose by unfurling a finite rooted graph 
G, is Q hmttom-ovplGc pattmn of G under a stroptg o&put homomorphism. 
&Q& There are rooted trees Ti = ( vi, pi, r’) with p1 and =i such that Ti arose by 
c:xtcnsion in a Ieaf x,_~ cz Domain ~‘-1 of K-1, and by (l-4) VI s V-1 13 V:,-,(~,-,), 
where Tjl(_,(18_ ,) is a subtree of Ti beicg isomorphic with the subtree T,+.,~rr_r~ of To 
under an isopiorphism cp:, for i = 1,2,. . ., 4. 
If L;ti_,b4_,I 13 the 
then let us define 
set ‘of ali those leaves of TL,,,,l,..,, which belong to Domain pi, 
VT=&& I V’ CI1-Ih-1) -L&++,) for i = 1,2,. . ., q 
and in additiorl let (9 t be the identity mapping of V = V. - Domain po. Nuw it is 
clear that Domain ~17 n Domain rg 7 = 0 for each i, j = O,1, l g .) q, where i # j, and 
v’,‘, = l_JT_,, Domain 9 7 u Domain p*, because within Domain 1114 are exactly those 
leaves ff ram Domain ~rp t , for some i, 1 s i s 9, in which no further cxtensian was 
performed (argd all the remaining leaves were used as roots of some further 
extension and t’taerefore belong to some Domain ~#7 f)* 
I?MJS let us SMW that cp =luQ 1mo cp ‘: is the required strong output homomorphism. 
First of all Csmain (g = V’ = V; - Domain pq, and Range q = V (because of the 
definition of &). Therefore (3X) is saMed. 
Secondly let fir’, w ‘) E p’ and let US distinguish two cases. Either: 
(1) (v’, ~1’) #Z pQ9 which means that w’ is that non-leaf of T* which was identified 
with a leaf z of 7Yq such that z =Eq w‘. With respect o the definition of C;Q there exists 
the integer i, 0 s i s q such that w’e Domain 9 7. Hf i =: 0 then ~0 $( w’) = 
w’rERange pa and #&Q(z)= w’, If i 3 1 then w ’ must be the root of T:,_io,_,~, 
and therefore &(w’)= cp:(~‘)ERange@~ and &Q(t)= qt(p’). 
On the other hand using the fact that (u’, z) E pq, the vertex v’ is not a leaf of TQ, 
and therefore there exists the integer j, 0 s j s 9, such that v’ E Domain 97 and 
cp T( v’) = rp )( t)‘) E Range prs. In addition cp ;(v’) iki the last but one vertex of that track 
of G, v/hi& satisfies &q;(v’)) = &*‘), and this means that (p(e)‘), cp(w’))E p, 
because v#I’) = rp(v’) and cp:(w’) = cp(w’). 
(2) (;u’, w’) E pQ and then let us distinguish the following two cases. Either: 
(i? v’, w’E Domain&!, where 0 s i s q. In this case rp ?( u’) = 9 !( u’) and 
P t( w ‘) = Q i( w ‘) and we can use the fact that QP i was an isomorphism for i > Q and an 
identity mapping for i = 0. Therefore obviously (up(v’), &+“))E JI. 
Or 
(ii) a’EDomainyr:andw’EDomainrp~,whereOci<j~q.Inthiscasew’is 
the rout of ?“ P~_S(x,_,) and therefore simultaneously it must be that Ieaf of Ti, in which 
the j* step of the extension is performed. Thus the reasoning is similar to that in 
case (1). The vertex pT(v’) is the last but one vertLR of a track (usedi by 
Constructions 2.2 anii 2.4) of G and Q f(w ‘) is the last vertex of this track, which 
proves that (p(v)), ~(w’))Q. 
Thlss in! ail caes (3.1@)) was saMed. 
Thirdly let (v, wj E p. If (v, w) E ~1, then using 98 one gets for v’ = v E V@ and 
w’ = w E V’ the required assertion (cp(o), &w))6+‘. ff (a w)E p& it me.ans 
that w is the: last and v ahe fast but one vertex of a track used in Con$truczions 2.2 
2.4 of T& and therefore there exists a new vctex w ’ E V;, such- that (g w ‘) E p 
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and P&V’) = w. Thus (pf(w’) = w and q:(u) = v, which shows that for w and 
v’=~~ v (3.1(C)) is satisfied. 
Finally by rhe definition of (9 the two remaining requirements follow, (3.l(iv)) 
because 4p $ is the identity mapping and r, = r = I’, and (3.1(v)) because 9 f is an 
isomorphism for i = @,I, . a . , q (the input degrees are not taken in account). 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3,l is completed. 
Let us clarify the individusri steps of the construction of a rooted graph which 
arose by unfurling of the rooted graph G shown in Fig. 7. Obviously the first step is 
the rooted tree T’* in Fig. 8 and if we assume that q = 0, then according to (3.2) 
there is just one possibility oi! identification the leaves b’, d’ and f’ as shown by 
dotted lines in Fig. 8, i.e. in this case G’ = G. 
If we consider rhe case T, in Fig. 3 (which should be completed by the left part of 
Fig. 1) then again thh::re is no choice in identification of leaves of T,, i.e. all the 
vertices in each of the. following set must be identified: (d, d’, di} and (b, b’, bi}. By 
this unfurling one gets the rooted graph G’ in Fig. 9, where the dotted lines mark 
those vertices which have the same image in the strong output homomorphism of 
. Fig. 9 onto Fig. 7. 
Fig. 9. 
One can get more complicated cases from Fig. 4 and 5, but the drawings would be 
rather extensive for a paper. 
It is conjectured that the convejrse of Theorem 3.1 holds, i.e. that each strong 
output homomorphic pattern of a rooted graph G can arise by suitable unfurling of 
G. 
l%e proof follows by Theorem 0. .2 and Theorem 3.1. 
14 K. c?all?c 
LV~UM 33. A strong output hombmorphism 
olito a d.orted graph G = ( V, p, t) satisfies the 
cp of a rooted graph G’ f= ( V’, p’, r ) 
following requirement: 
4 
If ,()dGe( t)‘) = k > 0 and w i, w l, . . ., w i are all k vertices wch 
that (v’, w:)E p’ for i = l,Z,...,k, then Q(d), 
rp(wQ,. . ., Q(W ;) are k distinct vertices such that 
(Q(V’),Q(Wi))E p for each i = 1,2,. . ., k. 
(3.3) 
PMloif, Let tn recall thai p and p’ are irreflexive relations. Therefore, the output 
degree of a vertt:x determines the number oi different vertices. in which terminate 
those k edges, which start: in the vertex under cons3deration. Thus if od&v’) = k > 
0 and w ;, wl, . . ., w i are all the vertices required in the assumption of (3.3), then !/et 
wt. Wt, l l 0, wk be al1 the k distinct vertices of G such that (Q(v’), ~$2 p for 
i = L?,..., k. ‘Using (Il(ii)) (cp(v’), (p(wI))E p for each i = 1,2,. . ., k, and there- 
fore {w,, Wz, l . ‘) Wk) = {Q(&), Q(Wi), +. -9 Q(Wi)]. 
: 
Thesaem 3.4. Let G’ and G be arbitrary (i.e. @de or Snfinite) rooted grapk A 
strong output homomorphism Q of G’ onto G induces a on&o-one mapping @ such 
that Domain QJI is the set of all rooted paths of 6’ and Range @ is the set of all rooted 
paths of G, where: 
#(v& v:, . . ., V;)=&Q(V;), Q(V;), v. ., Q(V:)) for each rooted 
path (v&v:,. . ., v;) of G’, 
i.e. 45 preserves’ the length of paths. 
Praaf. If (v& u I, l . .) v:) is a rk,oted path of G’ then vi is the root of G’and (vL.~, vi) 
isan edgeof G for i = 1,2,..., n, and therefore by (ZLl(iv)) Q (v&) is the root of G 
and by (3.l(ii)) (~(a&), Q(v:)) is an edge of G for each i = I,&. . ., n, which means 
that Q(d), Q(d), . . ., Q(z);) is a rooted path of G. Therefore Domain Q1) isthe set of 
ail rooted paths of G’. 
Now let (vO, v,, . . ., vn) be a rooted path of G, i.e. v. is the root of G. Therefor,e we 
rna:ir take the root v; of G’, because Q(V&) = v. according to (3.l(iv)), Let us assume 
tha: we have ialready chosen the vertices” v& vi,. . ., vi, where 0 e j < n, such that 
(~(4) = U, for ri r= 0, 1,. . .,j, and (VA, vi,. . ., vi) is a rooted path (the triviai case j = 0 
is admitted now). If od&) = k then by (3.1(v)) aisu ado(q) = k and by Izmma 
3.3 there can be chosen a vertex v’ i+t such that (vi, obt) is an edge of G’ and 
&;+t) = Vj+l- Therefore we have proved that Range @ is the set of all rooted paths 
r5f ITJ. 
Fhilly, let us assume that there are two di&rent rooted paths P = (tl& vi, *. ., 0:) 
andQ =(w&w:,... , WA) of G” such that e(R) = e(Q), i.e. m = n, As F$ C) and 
b“ : a ~4 there must exist the maximal index q such that 0 < g < n and 0: = W$ for 
i =t;Ji 9 ’ * 0, q, but u;+l# W&I. By virtue Of Lemma 3.3 Q(V&)# Q(w&, Iwhich 
SK ~-j e(p) f e(Q), a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
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CoroI!ary 3.5. The Jne-to-one mapping Q defined in (3.4) may be uniquely 
extemkd to all +5nrte rooted paths of rooted graphs. 
Thecmm 3.6. An unfurling C’ of a rooted tree 43 is czn ailmost-tiee if the condition . 
(3.2) Is rep&cod by the foliowing stronger one : 
?%e conditkm (3.2) and in addition the vertex y belongs to the 
rooted path of x in TO (this is required in Corollary 3.2). (3.5) 
Proof, Using Theorem 2.6 one sees that if (3.5) does not hold, then there are two 
different simple rooted paths of a vertex in G’, and if (3.5) does hold then each 
decomposition of G’ into maximal tracks must satisfy (2.11). 
4. Applicrition to flow diagrams and finite automata 
According to [2] a flow-diagram ,is a directed graph G = (V, p, A, A ) where A, A 
is a Eabelling of vertices, edges, respectively, of { V,, p) such that: 
(i) There exists exactiy one vertex IJ E V such that 
ida (u) = 0, called the input vertex of G ; 
(ii) There exists at least one vertex w E V such that 
odG(w) = 0, called an output vertex ofG ; 
(iii) Each vertex of G belongs to at least one monotonic 
path which starts at the input vertex and terminates at an 
output vertex; 
(iv) Each cycle contains at least one vertex x such that 
oda (x ) = 1, called’ a sequential vertex. 
(4-l) 
and Range A is a set of commands, while A assigns an integer $1~ each edge in such a 
wa!v that if od&) = k 2~ 1 then all k edges starting in v are labelled by all integers 
1) 2, . . ., & (some special requirements concerning A and A need not be considered 
here). 
Lemma 4.1. Each finite flow-diagram is Q rooted graph, where the input vertex is rts 
root. 
ProoL It suffices to recall that (2.1) follows by (4.1 (iii)). 
A strong output homomorphism, preserving the labels in both labeliings of flow 
diztgram, tifi be catled an Fd-homumorphism (according to [3]). Obviously the 
image of an uutput vertex under an F&homomorphism is aigain an output vertex. 
Wkh respect to (4.1(G)) a rooted path P = (vO, vl,. . ., a,) of the flow-diagram 
G = ( Tc p, A, A ) is caNeid stopped if t;r, is an output vertex of 0. Let SFLPo b 
of all stopped Itooted piaths of CL 
IIf P = (sm, 111, . . ., 5151) E SRI% then the follolwing mapping #G ma!/ be defined: 
~~(P)-df(A(~)O),A(~~, V,),A(Vl), . . .,A(%-*), A(Vm-:v vnh A(vn)), (4 2) l 
where the sequence of labels on the right hand side of (4.2) is called a valued brunch 
of G. Let VBro be the set oE ali valued branches of G. Since A assigns different 
labels t:, different edges emanating from a vertex, it is obvious that: 
ile~ 4.2. The mapping Jlo &fined in (4.2) is a one -to-one mqpping. 
Tlneorenm 4‘3. If u frow -djagram G’ = ( V’, 1 o’, A ‘,A ‘1) is an Fd -homommphic pattern 
of a flow -diagram G = (V, p, A, A ) then VBrc* = VBro. 
Proof. Let cp be an Fd-homomorphism of G’ onto G, and J/G’ and & be the 
corresponding mappings defined according to (4.2). If P’ E VBrG9 then by Theorem 
3.4 and Lemma 4.2 one has +&j#~(P”) = P’ E VRrc;#, thus VBrGr iCVBrO. If on the 
contrary P E VBrG, then again &Jf%&‘(P) := P E VBror and therefore VBrG C 
YBrG. 
Clwrollary 4,4. To each flow -diagram G there can be constructed its unfurling G’ 
lettrch that G’ is an almost -tree and VBrol = VT3rc, 
Proof, This follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 4.3. 
In [4] an inductive definition of a normal form of a program (using its flow 
diagram) ,is presented, where ad(x) s 2 ,for each vertex x, and in [S] this notion is 
lows: “a program is in a normal form if its flow diagram has the form 
of a tree in which some leaves are bent back to earlier nodes of t’he branch on which 
they sit”, which is nothing other than our (3.5). Thus Corollary 4.4 gives another 
characterization of normal form, and, in addition, for a general case when ad(x) is 
without any restriction for each vertex X. 
Corollary 4.4 replaces the Normal form theorem of [4j cr [S], the proof of which 
assumes a (functiofial) equivalence of programs, i.e. their semantics. Here Coral- 
lar, .3.2 and ailso Corollary 4.4 are independent of any interpretation. (If needed, 
the requirement VBrGn = VBro implies the functiornal equivalence of G and G’ in 
all interpret al ions.) 
In addition the construction of an unfurling is a direct procedure to get a normal 
form, and in general, it admits the study of other useful and important farms of ftow 
diagrams. One of them is arr;sumed :in161, when some optimizations of microprog-. 
rams must be performe&. In [6] it is required that ~~0 two dieerent cycles ov&ap. 
An example rB,f an overlapping cycle is shown in Fig. 20 (without any palm@). 
the fwo cycles do overIap, and in addition, in each unfurling oP: this ruoted 
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Fig. 10. 
graph some overlapping cycles must occur. Thus the requirement of not overlap- 
ping is too strong to provide another standard form. 
For each flow diagram G = ( V9 p, A, A ) we can construct another rooted graph 
G * = (V*, c; *, t*, A *), with labelled edges only, as folllows: 
Let r* e V, V*=df V U(r*}, ~*=~~p U,[(r*, r)) and for each 
(wW p* let A*(w)=~~W), 
(4.3 
Further, from each valued branch (A (ho), A (vO. v&A (v,), . . ., A (v,,)) E VBra one 
can get a branch (A ( vo), A (v,), . . ., A (v,,)) of G_ Let Bra be the set of all branches of 
G. 
Obviously there is a one-to-one correspondence between SRPG and SRPo=, 
because (~0, vl, . . ., vn) E SRPa C+ (r *, vu, vl,. . ., vn) E SRPo*, and if we denote 
by EBr,. the set of all et@ branches (h*(P, vo), A *(vo, vi), . . ., A *(v,,+ v,,))) where 
(C va, 01, l l l y l)n) E SRPae, then Brc = EBrGg. 
NQW according to [‘?I if Y C V is the set of all output vertices of G*, then 
G*[r*, Y] = EBra* is a regular event [S), or a finite state language [9], etc. 
Therefore we have proved (see also [d] and 121): 
Theorem 4.5. Bra is a regular eumt fur each pow diagram G. 
Let us re; aIf that the difference between Bra and V13rc is essential from the 
computation theory point of view. In Figs. 1 fi and 12 there are two flow diagrams G, 
and 4&, respectively, where the edge labels mean I= true, 2 = false, such that 
VBro, # VBrG, but Bra, = Bra,. However, atthough G, and G, are not functionally 
148 K. &At% 
Fig. 12. 
equivalent, bec:ause under the usual arithmetic Llterpretation G1, Gz computes 1x I, 
- 1 x 1, respectiively. 
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